
13 June 1957 
~ 

Dear Emmett, 
Many th8nks for your lettem of 5 May and 10 June. I quite 

understand the dif:ficulties about your position, and am very sym
uathetic; obviously there's not much we can do to help over here, 
but i:f an opportunity occurs we will mention it to our American 
colleagues. I expect to meet some linguists at Oslo in .August. 

The crux o:f Mrs Miller's mathematics is .J;o444.l, where you 
are going to have to fight hard to de:fend WHEAT 2. But I can say 
no more until the original can be consulted again. 

No, it's not .Peruzzi who proposed the book on the decipher
ment. Several publish.ers here, and two in USA have asked me :for 
it; but I shall stick to the CUP, and o:f course use as much as 
I can o:f the st~:f:f in Docs. 

Palmer tells me he has put out a reply to Beattie in 'Histo;vy 
Today' - I haven't seen this - And will refer to him in his GNOMON 
review of Docs. I have written 2i pages for JHS, referring the 
reader to Docs. for the answers to most of' B's questions; but 
exposing how inaccurate his work is, and his amazing philological 
ignorance. No serious Mycenologue over here has been taken in 
by him; but he has made some impression on the classical world as 
a who le. \veb s te r is trying ha rd (too ha rd.' ) to deal with him. 
But the best reply comes from the lustralian Treweek, whose article 
is being printed in the next BIOS. It's the funniest thing I've 
read :for a long time. He makes hay o:f Beattie~ mathematics (he 
is a mathematician himself) and has included little puzzles for 
the reader; e.g. a bit o:f single-letter substitution, which turns 
out to be a rude remark about B. To demonstrate the value of the 
grid he has done a parallel job on Jap. kana, with a selection 
of Paci:fic place-names to be solved. On the whole, I would 
advise you not to waste time on a full-dress proof o:f the grid; 
but a short statement

4
for AmericBn consumption, setting f'orth 

your reasons for believing Vennvis and not Beattie, might do 
a lot of good. Stubbings and I hsve just recorded a sound 
broadcast for the BBC called 'the Ventris Achievement' -:sort 
of story of the decipherment. I regret to say we employed an 
actor to impersonate your voice at one point; but the material 
was genuine. Michael wrote most o:f the script before he was killed. 

LP 6 appeared in two parts : one i 11 rvH~OS IV /2, one in ERANOS. 
Not typed notes, though this may in fact have been the same. 

Docso26 duplicated edition of PT I in trf'nscript was made 
by Webster and co. in the early days for the use of the Seminar; 
not published, but only roneo'd for private use, so I hope no 
infringement of your copyright. Now superseded, and in any case 
no use to any but those too lazy to leFrn the script. 

I have sent you by sea my latest notes on PY L955 tablets; 
if you want to, don't read them until you have formed your own 
ideas. I have sent Blegen a copy, and he has now given Palmer 
permission to see the texts; so I hope to discuss them soon. 
Did I tell you I had solved the me ning of ae-ro2 (=arm-guards)'? 
I:f so, I should like your reactions; if not, I'll write it up 
for you. 

Best wishes, Yours 
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